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Together we build better . … Mobility.E ECSEL
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MOBILITY AS A SERVICE

CRITICAL MASS Safety MOBILITY STANDARDS

DeCarbonisation & MISSION ZERO

MOBILITY.EShuttle 

BUS

E2

Fail-operational and + 11-13% efficiency

5000KM

AutoDrive
Fail-operational , 

Fail-aware 



Mobility.E (E -> ECSEL)
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The main complexity driver in automated cars (SAE L3, L4, L5) are novel Propulsion-
Perception- and automated brain sub-systems beyond today´s fail-safe level

Automated cars need to make life-

saving decisions – in a fraction of a 

second. It would be foolish if they 

acted upon information from only 

one source. The brain of the 

system will be the data processing 

unit – the number cruncher! 

The L3,L4,L5  needs work on the 

redundancy principle.: Different signals 

are compared and only when data is 

consistent, the car will act upon it. For 

example, a front facing light based 

sensor (LiDAR) combined with a 

camera could tell the vehicle not only 

that there is something in front of it but 

that it is a pedestrian and the 

emergency braking should be actuated 

immediately.
Key Visual for overview (animated)
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Behind the tunnel : Aviation and Automotive benefit from each other 

Automotive 

Aviation



6$6,3 Billion investments in e-Mobility start-ups H1 2019

https://www.mobilitye.eu/

Why AutoDrive ?

1. Fully automated Shuttle  and aircraft targeting 

SAE L5;

2. Highly automated driving BUS SAE Level 4;

3. Cooperative active safety car for automated 

driving L3;

4. Highest efficiency Fail-operational 800V 

automotive powertrain

5. Safe, secure and low latency communication

6. Acquisition, 360° sensing, perception, and 

environmental awareness;

7. Embedded intelligence and systems for 

automated driving;

8. Fail aware components and health prediction.

ECAS as safe heaven in troubled water…..
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European Automotive Industry strategies Mercedes



Message from the market 
Mercedes strategic priorities
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E-mobility trend pays off in crisis for the semiconductor industry 

down up

55% 115%
22 21,5

10 10

Corona
down up

56% 85%
126 102

55 55

Corona

down up

57% 92%
30 25

13 13

Corona

9No additional Corona prevention measures in semiconductor manufacturing



Semantic – Layer ECAS and future 

Intrinsic and extrinsic Efficiency

[Max ~some %] [est. 20-30% overall]

Services, Affordability, Usability 

> 50% ECAS by 2030

Connectivity V2X Edge/CloudCO2 footprint of infrastructure and Energy domain 

De-Carbonisation Digitalisation (exponential growth)

Electrification AutomatisationStandardisation
for Massmarket
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Bert deColvenair Executive Director 

ECSEL JU

AutoDrives facilitates synergy and collaboration



AutoDrive has been accepted for funding within the Electronic Components and Systems For European Leadership Joint Undertaking in 
collaboration with the European Union's H2020 Framework Programme (H2020/2014-2020) and National Authorities, under grant agreement 

n° 737469.

We make driving as safe as flying
by fail-aware, fail-safe + fail-operational electronic components, systems 

and architectures for highly and fully automated driving
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